
AIESEC IN ITALY
"Activating your leadership since 1948"

Partner companies in Italy
70+

300+
Members in Italy

100+
Countries where AIESEC is present

1800+
Exchanges in Italy



AIESEC is the largest youth-led non-profit
organisation in the world.

We are present in 100+ countries and aims to
develop leadership in young people throughout
practical experiences such as professional
internships projects abroad in which you can
explore other cultures, live the diversity & develop
yourself.

We inhabit an interconnected, globalised and
technologically prolific world.

WHAT IS AIESEC?



WHAT WE VALUE:
AIESEC's leadership development model seeks to
prepare youth to take a stand on what they care about
and embody these values for long-lasting impact.

You are
consistent and
transparent in
your decisions

and actions.

You get to
continuously
grow through
creativity and

innovation.

You get to lead
by example by

taking
responsibility of
inspring others

Be yourself and
embrace each

others'
differences as a

strenght.

We create a dynamic
environment through
active participation

of individuals

Act in a
sustainable way
for our society

and future
generations.



INTERNSHIPS ABROAD:

Global Opportunity
Expose yourself internationally, expand your horizons and
network by developing your career in a global setting.

Develop yourself
Grow and develop your competencies and skills through
practical experiences working in a new environment and
culture.

Boost your career
Launch yourself into a role that allows you to gain a
professional edge with our partners who are dedicated to
provide enriching expierences.

The Global Talent programs are professional internships
abroad in international companies and start-up that aim

to develop your leadership and skills in young people.

Short experiences
Duration:
6-8 weeks
Benefits:
Free accommodation
Additional benefits:
Meals, transports, computer

Mid-long experiences
Duration:
9-78 weeks
Benefits:
You will always get a salary
Additional benefits:
Meals, transports, computer

Global
Talent

WHY A GLOBAL TALENT?



During the selection: 
We help you to find the right opportunity and 
guide you to throughout the process.

After the selection: 
We help you with health insurance, visa and the  
preparation seminar and guidance.

During the experience: 
Constant communications with the Host Entity and 
the fulfilment of our 16 Exchange Standards.

After the experience:
You'll get a certificate from AIESEC

AIESEC SUPPORT



DISCOVER THE OPPORTUNITIES
AND OUR PARTNERS!
Sign up on our website:

www.aiesec.it/stage-in-azienda/

Our contacts:
Ludovica Bertolucci

Vice President Public Relations 
AIESEC in Pavia & Bicocca

Carlo De Vita
Vice President Internship Abroad

AIESEC in Pavia & Bicocca

+39  347 417 5865

ludovica.bertolucci@aiesec.net

+39  388 782 9807

carlo.devita.@aiesec.net

pavia@aiesec.it
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